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Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Young_Hare#/media/File:Albrecht_D%C3%BCrer_-_Hare,_1502_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg



Life of the Virgin: Joachim's Offering Rejected   
Source:  http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-16835729



Raimondi v Durer Life of the Virgin: Joachim's Offering Rejected   
Source:  http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-16835729



I AM NOT A LAWYER

• Attending this session is not legal advice
• Attending this session does not substitute for 

acting on advice of counsel
• Like Emma Peel I am a talented amateur
• Unlike Emma Peel I do not look stunning in 

skintight leather



The Congress shall have the power…

“…To promote the Progress of Science and 
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times 
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive 
Right to their respective Writings and 

Discoveries;”

The Constitution of the United States
Article 1 section 8



Bill of Rights

Amendment I
“Congress shall make no law respecting an 

establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of 

speech, or of the press; or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the 
government for a redress of grievances.”



Intellectual Property

• Patent
• Trade Mark
• Moral Rights
• Trade Secret
• Copyright



Patent

• Twenty years
• Latisse ™ aka bimatoprost ophthalmic 

Image by Merlin2525 - http://openclipart.org/detail/170748/eyelash-2-by-merlin2525-170748htt



Source: image from keurig.com

Patent



Images from Amazon and Google Images



Trade Mark

http://www.keurig.com/keurigbrewed

R



Trade Mark

Image Source: coke_archives https://instagram.com/p/z0NtcPRgcl/ 
Quote Source: http://www.fastcocreate.com/3042908/coca-cola-celebrates-the-100th-birthday-of-its-bottle-with-global-ad-and-art-campaign 

“The bottle was originally designed in 
1915 by Root Glass Company, after 
Coke issued a challenge to glass 
manufacturers in the U.S to develop a 
"bottle so distinct that you would 
recognize it by feeling in the dark or 
lying broken on the ground.“”



Ecce Homo by Elias Garcia Martinez
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ecce_Homo_%28El%C3%ADas_Garc%C3%ADa_Mart%C3%ADnez%29.jpg

Moral Rights



http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/24/world/europe/botched-restoration-of-ecce-homo-fresco-shocks-spain.html?_r=0



http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/24/world/europe/botched-restoration-of-ecce-homo-fresco-shocks-spain.html?_r=0



Trade Secret

• KFC secret herbs and spices
• Formula for Coca-Cola
• Real identity of Clark Kent



COPYRIGHT
Or, who owns this selfie?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monkey_selfie#/media/File:Macaca_nigra_self-portrait_large.jpg



Plagiarism v Copyright
• Plagiarism will destroy your reputation but it’s an 

ethical, not a legal concept.
• Copyright violation will get you a ‘cease and desist’ 

letter and maybe a big fat fine



Copyright
US CODE TITLE 17



What can be copyrighted?
§ 102 . Subject matter of copyright: In general28

(a) Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed 
in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be 
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine 
or device. Works of authorship include the following categories:

(1) literary works;
(2) musical works, including any accompanying words;
(3) dramatic works, including any accompanying music;
(4) pantomimes and choreographic works;
(5) pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works;
(6) motion pictures and other audiovisual works;
(7) sound recordings; and
(8) architectural works.

(b) In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, 
procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of 
the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.

Source:  http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#102

http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%231-28


Key points: to be copyrighted it 
must be:

• Original
• Fixed



NOT EVERYTHING IS 
COPYRIGHTABLE!



Ideas, words, titles…..

• Facts
• Nature, e.g. iron
• Man pretends to be woman, hijinks ensue
• Boy meets girl, boy loses girl, true love conquers 
• Love note read by the wrong person
• Two people drink too much and wake up married
• Yatta yatta yatta



Source:  Katy Perry sics lawyers on Left Shark vendor
http://www.cnn.com/2015/02/05/entertainment/left-shark-perry-cease-desist/



Source:  Google Images for left shark



Theobromine Source: Wikipedia commons



Source:  allrecipies.com



Section 106
Rights of the Copyright Holder

• Reproduce the work in copies
• Distribute the work publicly
• Make derivative works
• Publicly display the work
• Public performance
• Public performance by means of a digital audio 

transmission

Source: § 106, Title 17 U.S. Code at http://www.copyright.gov/title17/

http://www.copyright.gov/title17/


When is something copyrighted?

• IMMEDIATELY 

• Does NOT need to carry the   ©



How long does copyright last?

• In general:
– Life plus 70 years
– “works for hire”  95 years from first publication or 120 

years from creation 



Who can own a copyright?

• Humans 
• Companies
• Unknown entities
• Not cats



When will works become public 
domain?

• NOTHING published between 1923 and 1978 
will enter the public domain until AT LEAST 2019

• “Hunt for Red October” will not be in the public 
domain until 2083



Source: Top and bottom from Sicut Cervus from The Renaissance Singer



Section 107 Fair Use
§ 107 . Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use40

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted 
work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other 
means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news 
reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or 
research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a 
work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include—

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 
work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
work.

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding 
is made upon consideration of all the above factors.

Source:    http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#107

http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%231-40
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%23106
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%23106a


Section 107
Fair use allows:

• Review or criticism including quoting passages
• Copying an article for scholarship
• Creating a parody
• Creating transformative works
• Replacement of damaged copy



Image By:  BstarXO Chester L. Roberts (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL 
(http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons

“The Saga Begins”

(American Pie)



http://www.20minutos.es/fotos/actualidad/las-mejores-parodias-del-ecce-homo-8815/



Section 108
Limitations on Exclusive Rights: 

reproduction by libraries and archives

• Preservation/Replacement
• Private study
• Interlibrary loan
• Copy machines in libraries

Source: § 108, Title 17 U.S. Code at http://www.copyright.gov/title17/

http://www.copyright.gov/title17/


Section 108—mushy!

“(d) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section apply to a copy, made 
from the collection of a library or archives where the user makes his or her request or from 
that of another library or archives, of no more than one article or other contribution to a 
copyrighted collection or periodical issue, or to a copy or phonorecord of a small part of any 
other copyrighted work, if—

(1) the copy or phonorecord becomes the property of the user, and the library or 
archives has had no notice that the copy or phonorecord would be used for any 
purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research; and
(2) the library or archives displays prominently, at the place where orders are accepted, 
and includes on its order form, a warning of copyright in accordance with requirements 
that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation.”



What this means

• The end-user is given the copy (you’re not 
creating a collection of articles that have been 
requested)

• Library is not doing this for commercial gain
• Copyright notice must be on the request form
• Copyright notice must be where requests are 

accepted
• Copyright notice must be on the copy



FAIR USE



FAIR USE



Fair Use Evaluation
• Four Factors

– Purpose & Character of Use
• e.g., non-profit vs. for-profit

– Nature of Work
• e.g., factual vs. creative; published vs. unpublished

– Amount & Substantiality of Work
• e.g., small portion vs. large portion or “heart” of work

– Effect of Use
• e.g., little effect on market vs. huge impact on market value



Fair Use Evaluation
• Purpose & Character of Use

• e.g., non-profit vs. for-profit



Fair Use Evaluation
• Nature of Work

• e.g., factual vs. creative; published vs. unpublished
• Constitution Article 1 section 8
• US Code Title 17 section 106 and 106a



Fair Use Evaluation
• Amount & Substantiality of Work

• e.g., small portion vs. large portion
• “heart” of the work

• Mushy area
– Substantial similarity but what about parody?
– Small portion might still the ‘heart’ 

• The introduction to an edition of Romeo and Juliet could be 
the heart of that book.



Fair Use Evaluation
• Effect of Use

• e.g., little effect on market vs. huge impact on market value



Sources: Word Crimes and Blurred Lines Amazon, Merriam Webster from corporate page



Art of Modern Rock: the poster explosion   Grushkin and King 2004

Transformative use



WHAT ABOUT THE “FAIR 
USE FIVE”??????



But I thought….

• CONTU
– What is “systematic copying”?
– How much copying substitutes for a subscription?
– Fair use five is not black letter law
– Fair use five has never been endorsed by the 

government



But I thought….

• CCG and CCL
– Not in CONTU
– Not in the law

• Law DOES require that there be a statement of compliance



Section 109
Purchase conveys rights 

(usually)
– Display books and magazines
– Lend, give, sell, throw away
– Destroy
– Use



CONTRACT V PURCHASE

Hint: if you sign your rights away……..





Strategies

• Pay royalty
• Buy
• Borrow
• Subscribe
• Get it Now
• Document Suppliers
• Request permission directly from publisher



Strategies
• Contact author

– Linked in
– Google
– Academia.edu
– Researchgate

• Library is restricted, user is not
• Institutional repositories
• Nabu press means it’s out there free on the web 

somewhere



Alternatives

• Creative Commons
• Locate in area library and recommend user go 

there
• Use something else
• Confirm with user
• Act on advice of counsel



Your turn

• Visiting faculty Professor Vlad Tepes from the 
Carpathian Institute for Transmorphology is on a 
one-term appointment to your university.

• Prof. Tepes has requested five recent articles 
from Full Moon Monthly: an international journal 
of comparative werewolf culture and has now 
asked for a sixth recent article.

• What do you do?



Your turn

• You notice that two of the previous five articles 
were all from the special issue devoted to 
adoption rates of flossing among packs.  This 
sixth article is from that same issue.

• Does this change your approach?



Don’t forget

• FAIR USE can be used even if your situation is 
covered in another section of the U.S. Copyright 
Law

• Push the envelope
– Use it or lose it!



Serious don’ts

• Don’t act in bad faith
• Don’t use ‘#canIhazpdf’
• Don’t fail to keep records



Serious “do”s

• Do respect intellectual property rights
• Do use a fair use evaluation
• Do pay royalties when owed



“SINCE BEFORE YOUR 
SUN BURNED HOT IN 
SPACE….”

Star Trek   “City on the Edge of Forever”
First teleplay drafted by Harlan Ellison



THANK YOU!
cmak@nd.edu
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